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Breaking news!

Hijacking Suspected Behind Egypt Air Flight Landing in
Cyprus
Airport authorities in Laranaca on the southern coast of Cyprus have
reportedly given landing clearance to an airplane that may be in the control
of hijackers, Cypriot media are reporting.
Read more

Accidents

Brussels Attacks: At least 31 Dead at Zaventem and
Maelbeek
At least 31 people have been killed and many seriously injured in attacks at
Brussels international airport and a city metro station. Twin blasts hit
Zaventem airport at 07:00 GMT, killing 11 and injuring 81.
Read more
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First French Long-Haul Budget Carrier Launches Later This
Year
The first French long-haul low-cost carrier (LCC) will make its debut later this
year, as French Blue begins services to the Caribbean. French Blue is a
subsidiary of Groupe Dubreuil, a conglomerate that spans sectors including
hotels, energy generation and food distribution.
Read more
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Manufacturers

First Airbus Aircraft Produced in the U.S. Takes Flight
The first Airbus aircraft produced in the U.S. Manufacturing Facility has
flown for the first time. The A321, destined for JetBlue took off from the
Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley in Mobile, Alabama, at 9:36 a.m., performed its
test sequences, and landed safely at 1:02 p.m.
Read more
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Regulations & Safety

A4A CEO Calls Senate FAA Bill ‘Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing’
Airlines for America (A4A) president and CEO Nicholas Calio slammed
proposals circulating in the US Congress that he said “look a lot like pre1978” regulation of the US airline industry.

Read more
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